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Ausstellungskatalog „Die Macht der Schrift: Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ |  
‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the Toba Batak from North Sumatra’
Herausgegeben von Jan van der Putten und Roberta Zollo

Der Katalog erscheint als Nr. 14 der Zeitschrift manuscript cultures anlässlich der Ausstellung „Die Macht der Schrift: 
Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ | ‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the 
Toba Batak from North Sumatra’ im Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, 
vom 7. Mai – 14. Juni, 2020, sowie der Austellung ‘Pameran Naskah-Naskah Batak’ | „Ausstellung von Batak- 
Manuskripten“ im Indonesischen Generalkonsulat Hamburg, 7. – 24. März  2020.

Wir danken  dem Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, für die gelungene 
gemeinsame Organisation dieser Ausstellung. Der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) danken wir für die 
großzügige Unterstützung bei der Drucklegung des Katalogbandes.

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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The front cover shows the three church fathers Cyril of Jerusalem, Nicholas of Myra 

and John Chrysostom in a 16th-century fresco of the Church of the Archangels in 

Matskhvarishi, Latali, Svanetia (photography by Jost Gippert). All three fathers bear 

a board with text fragments from the Liturgy by John Chrysostom (CPG 4686) in 

Georgian; the text passage held by Cyril of Jerusalem is the beginning of the sentence 

რამეთუ სახიერი და კაცთ-მოყუარე ღმერთი ხარ ‘For you are a benevolent and 

philanthropic God’, which also appears in lines 6–7 of Fig. 1 on p. 2 below (from an 11th-

century scroll of the Iviron Monastery on Mt Athos, ms. Ivir. georg. 89). 
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18 – Canones: The Art of Harmony. The Canon Tables of the Four 
Gospels, edited by Alessandro Bausi, Bruno Reudenbach, and Hanna 
Wimmer

The so-called ‘Canon Tables’ of the Christian Gospels are an absolutely re-
markable feature of the early, late antique, and medieval Christian manuscript 
cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
a technical device for structuring, organizing, and navigating the Four Gos-
pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
to completion previous endeavours – the Canon Tables were apparently from 
the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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New release

Homiletic Collections in Greek and Oriental Manuscripts
Edited by Jost Gippert and Caroline Macé

Proceedings of the Conference ‘Hagiographico-Homiletic Collections in Greek, Latin and Oriental Manuscripts – 
Histories of Books and Text Transmission in a Comparative Perspective’
Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures, Universität Hamburg, 23–24 June 2017
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Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage was established in 
2020. The series is dedicated to the double role of written 
artefacts as representations and generators of humankind’s 
cultural heritage. Its thematic scope embraces aspects of 
preservation, the identity-defining role of artefacts as well as 
ethical questions.

The mix of practical guides, colloquium papers and 
project reports is specifically intended for staff at libraries 
and archives, curators at museums and art galleries, and 

Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage
Ed. by Michael Friedrich and Doreen Schröter

scholars working in the fields of manuscript cultures and 
heritage studies.

Every volume of Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage 
has been peer-reviewed and is openly accesible. There is an 
online and a printed version..

If you wish to receive a copy or to present your research, 
please contact the editorial office:
https://www.csmc.uni-hamburg.de/publications/cultural-
heritage.html
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MANUSCRIPT 
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO MANUSCRIPT SURFACE 
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FOR MANUSCRIPTS
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CSMC’s academic journal was established as newsletter of 
the research unit ‘Manuscript Cultures in Asia and Africa’ 
in 2008 and transformed into a scholarly journal with the 
appearance of volume 4 in 2011. manuscript cultures 
publishes exhibition catalogues and articles contributing to 
the study of written artefacts. This field of study embraces 
disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology, informatics 
and multispectral imaging.

manuscript cultures encourages comparative approaches, 
without regional, linguistic, temporal or other limitations 

manuscript cultures (mc)
Editors: Michael Friedrich and Jörg B. Quenzer
Editorial office: Irina Wandrey

on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger historical 
and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in 
ancient and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new 
foundation for ongoing discussions in cultural studies.

Every volume of manuscript cultures has been peer-
reviewed and is openly accessible:
https://www.csmc.uni-hamburg.de/publications/mc.html

If you wish to receive a copy or to present your research in 
our journal, please contact the editorial office: 
irina.wandrey@uni-hamburg.de
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Ausstellungskatalog „Die Macht der Schrift: Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ |  
‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the Toba Batak from North Sumatra’
Herausgegeben von Jan van der Putten und Roberta Zollo

Der Katalog erscheint als Nr. 14 der Zeitschrift manuscript cultures anlässlich der Ausstellung „Die Macht der Schrift: 
Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ | ‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the 
Toba Batak from North Sumatra’ im Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, 
vom 7. Mai – 14. Juni, 2020, sowie der Austellung ‘Pameran Naskah-Naskah Batak’ | „Ausstellung von Batak- 
Manuskripten“ im Indonesischen Generalkonsulat Hamburg, 7. – 24. März  2020.

Wir danken  dem Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, für die gelungene 
gemeinsame Organisation dieser Ausstellung. Der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) danken wir für die 
großzügige Unterstützung bei der Drucklegung des Katalogbandes.

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
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The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
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approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
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period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 
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Forthcoming
23 – Education Materialised: Reconstructing Teaching and Learning 
Contexts through Manuscripts, edited by Stefanie Brinkmann, 
Giovanni Ciotti, Stefano Valente and Eva Maria Wilden

Manuscripts have played a crucial role in the educational practices of virtu-
ally all cultures that have a history of using them. As learning and teaching 
tools, manuscripts become primary witnesses for reconstructing and stu-
dying didactic and research activities and methodologies from elementary 
levels to the most advanced.
The present volume investigates the relation between manuscripts and educatio-
nal practices focusing on four particular research topics: educational settings: tea-
chers, students and their manuscripts; organising knowledge: syllabi; exegetical 
practices: annotations; modifying tradition: adaptations.
The volume offers a number of case studies stretching across geophysical 
boundaries from Western Europe to South-East Asia, with a time span ran-
ging from the second millennium BCE to the twentieth century CE.                                    

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

This volume reveals how manuscripts may be used in gaining knowledge of 
educational practices across Africa, Asia and Europe from the Babylonian 
period up to the twentieth century. Four major research topics are 
addressed: transmission of knowledge through institutional or private 
educational settings, organisation of knowledge as refl ected in syllabi, 
exegetical practices and annotations, adaptation of learning traditions.
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erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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Ausstellungskatalog „Die Macht der Schrift: Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ |  
‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the Toba Batak from North Sumatra’
Herausgegeben von Jan van der Putten und Roberta Zollo

Der Katalog erscheint als Nr. 14 der Zeitschrift manuscript cultures anlässlich der Ausstellung „Die Macht der Schrift: 
Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ | ‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the 
Toba Batak from North Sumatra’ im Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, 
vom 7. Mai – 14. Juni, 2020, sowie der Austellung ‘Pameran Naskah-Naskah Batak’ | „Ausstellung von Batak- 
Manuskripten“ im Indonesischen Generalkonsulat Hamburg, 7. – 24. März  2020.

Wir danken  dem Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, für die gelungene 
gemeinsame Organisation dieser Ausstellung. Der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) danken wir für die 
großzügige Unterstützung bei der Drucklegung des Katalogbandes.

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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18 – Canones: The Art of Harmony. The Canon Tables of the Four 
Gospels, edited by Alessandro Bausi, Bruno Reudenbach, and Hanna 
Wimmer

The so-called ‘Canon Tables’ of the Christian Gospels are an absolutely re-
markable feature of the early, late antique, and medieval Christian manuscript 
cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
a technical device for structuring, organizing, and navigating the Four Gos-
pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
to completion previous endeavours – the Canon Tables were apparently from 
the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
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pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
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the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
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both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
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